
A OVERVIEW OF REHEARSING WITH THE BOOK

The novel is split into two loosely interconnecting stories. In the first story a saxophone teacher becomes aware that
Victoria, the.

Meanwhile Stanley, a high school graduate, successfully auditions for the Institute, a prestigious drama
school. Beyond that, too: "You all want to be damaged," the saxophone teacher says suddenly. But does any of
this actually happen, or are Stanley and Isolde merely performers? The Rehearsal is long listed for the Orange
Prize and it's easy to see why. School lessons are not enough. She and her slightly younger sister, Isolde,
attend Abbey Grange "colloquially known as either Scabby Grange or Abbey Grunge, depending on your
mood or point of view". Catton messes around with time, sometimes telling us the effect, before we learn the
cause. To be honest, I can see why some will not enjoy this book there is little in the way of direct narrative,
the time scenes jump around, and some of the voices are far from naturalistic, and the ending is a little
anticlimactic , but it is one of the most innovative and intricate books I've read in a long while and as a first
novel it is astonishingly adept. Taboos are broken. Catton notices things that a male apart from Thomas Mann
perhaps might miss, like "the soft notched hollow of her collarbone. It is not by becoming a woman that we
will address this fear. And the more you read, the more it rings in your head, like a piece of classical music the
phrases and stories are interwoven. This impact of this event is viewed both from the point of view of the girls
at the school, and also as the basis for an end of year drama production by the local drama Institute. Other
figures one might imagine to be significant, such as Victoria and Isolde's parents, remain largely off-scene, too
only Stanley's father repeatedly pops up in awkward father-son meetings , while for example the adult figures
at the acting school are known simply by their titles -- Head of Acting, Head of Movement. The characters in
The Rehearsal are soulless, their speech is overwrought and scripted, and the heart of the novel remains
elusive. Beauty itself is not a product of youth. It's almost as if the forbidden relationship is just one of many
available options. There's dark humour aplenty mixed with the fears and excitement of growing up. The novel
succeeds in foregrounding the techniques and manners of fictionality, thus there is no possibility of empathy
with or even sympathy for the characters. Plot summary[ edit ] The novel is split into two loosely
interconnecting stories. Whether she wins or not, Eleanor Catton is certainly a young novelist to watch out for.
To make it up to him Isole takes her parents to Stanley's show, failing to realize what the play is about. Their
affair looms over the entire book, but Victoria and especially Mr. There is Stanley, auditioning for the Institute
and then his experiences during his first year there. And how does the media in this case a play reflect reality?


